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 < < Ny 2 .The N-Laplacian equation y= ? =u =u s f is a kind of limit case in the
existence theory of nonlinear elliptic equations when the second member is
 1 .assumed to be merely integrable L theory . Here we consider for definiteness the
solutions of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem in a bounded domain V g RN
 .and compare the standard concept of a variational or energy solution with the
recently introduced concept of an entropy solution, which seems natural in the L1
theory. For our equation both concepts have slightly different domains of applica-
tion. We also discuss the conditions on f under which the solutions are bounded, a
slightly smaller class. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .This paper deals with the Dirichlet problem P
< < Ny2yD u ' y= ? =u =u s f in V , .N
<u s 0,­ V
N 1 .where V is a bounded domain in R and f belongs to L V or to a
better space. If N s 2 the differential operator is the classical Laplace
operator. This problem can be seen as the borderline case of the problems
< < py2 NyD u ' y= ? =u =u s f in V ; R , .p 1.1 .
<u s 0.­ V
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P
1 y1, p9 .  .If p ) N, then L V ; W V , p9 s and we can use the
p y 1
standard variational approach to obtain existence of a unique solution in
1, p .W V . Moreover, the solution is bounded because of the Sobolev0
1, p . `inclusion W V ; L .0
On the other hand, if 1 - p - N we can always obtain a unique solution
1, p . y1, p9 .u g W V for every f g W V . We call a solution with this regu-0
1 .larity a ¨ariational solution or a solution with finite energy. Now, L V is
y1, p9 . 1 .not a subspace of W V so when we want to consider f g L V a
w xdifferent theory is needed. The problem is studied in B6 , where a concept
of an entropy solution is introduced for 1 - p - N and it is proved that for
1 .every f g L V there exists a unique solution of the problem in the
entropy class. In particular, the entropy solution belongs to the space
1, q .  .  .W V for all q - N p y 1 r N y 1 if p ) 2 y 1rN, and, in general,0
p .it does not have finite energy, i.e., =u f L V .
Better regularity in this case can be obtained under more restrictive
w xassumptions on f. Thus, in BG2 it was proved that we can obtain the
1, N py1.rNy1. .regularity u g W V , provided that0
1 1 < < < <f g L log L V , i.e., f log 1 q f dx - `. 1.2 .  . .H
V
w xSee also BG1, BG2 .
In this paper we study the relation between both types of solutions in
the critical case p s N. Clearly, the problem is well posed in the energy
1, N . y1, N 9 .class W V for the second member f g W V . On the other hand,0
1 . w xfor general f g L V the theory of B6 can be adapted to obtain a
unique entropy solution of the problem which belongs to the space
1, q .u g W V for every q - N. Again, these solutions are not necessarily0
1, N .variational, i.e., u f W V .0
The first problem we discuss here is about the additional condition on
1 .f g L V needed to obtain a variational solution, i.e.,
u g W 1, N V . 1.3 .  .0
y1, N 9 . 1, N .Given the one-to-one correspondence W V ª W V given by0
1 .f ¬ u, this can be formulated as finding subspaces X of L V such that
N
1 y1, N 9X ; L V l W V , N9 s . .  .
N y 1
w xRecently, a result in this direction has been proved by DV by symmetriza-
1  .  w x w x .tion methods. For f g L V see DV or BS for the defintion theNrNy1.
solution lies in the energy space. Here we obtain the variational solution
1 1 .for the classical space X s L log L V and give two different methods of
proof, one of them by duality, the other one by estimating the level sets.
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1 1 .More precisely, we prove that if f g L log L V then the Dirichlet
 . 1, N .problem P has a unique solution u g W V , such that0
Ny1.rNy2.< <x g V : u x ) k F c exp yc k , 1.4 4 .  . .0 1
< <where E is the Lebesgue measure of a set E and the constants are
estimated as
 .1r Ny1
1 15 5 < <c s C f , c s V , 1.5 . .L log L V .1 N 0
C being the measure of the unit sphere in RN. As a corollary of our proofN
1 1 . 1we get a direct proof of the functional inclusion L log L V ; L l
y1, N 9 .W V , independent of the known fact that
L1 log L1 V ; L1 V ; 1.6 .  .  .NrNy1.
w x  .cf. BS . Both inclusions, 1.6 and
L1 V ; Wy1 , N 9 V , .  .NrNy1.
are strict as we show with suitable examples.
 .We remark that, as a consequence of the level-set estimate 1.4 , we
 w x.improve the Trudinger inequality See GT, p. 162 .
1, N .If u g W V , then there exists positi¨ e constants, k and k , depending0 1 2
only on N, such that for any a ) 0
a < u < < < N 5 5 Ne dx F k V exp k a =u . .H N1 2
V
 . 1 1 .For solutions of P with f g L log L V and c defined above, we get1
for every c - c ,1
< < Ny1.rNy2. < <exp c u dx F k V , N , c . 1.7 .  . .H 1
V
 .  .We point out that 1.3 and the Trudinger inequality do not imply 1.4 ,
 .1.7 .
 . w xFinally, the solution of P is in general unbounded. Stampacchia S
y1, r .proved that in the linear case the solution u is bounded if f g W V
 .with r ) N. A similar result with r ) Nr p y 1 holds also for p / 2. This
regularity is important because if we have an a priori L` estimate, then
existence follows very easily. In the final section we study the existence of
1 .bounded solutions under additional assumptions on f g L V . We prove
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 .that a microscopic improvement of 1.2 , namely,
b< < < <f log 1 q f dx ) ` for some b ) N y 1, 1.8 . . .H
V
 .implies that the solution of P is bounded. This exponent is sharp for
 .N ) 2 see Example 3, Section 4 . The situation is slightly different for
 .N s 2; then b s 1 is sharp Lemma 4.1 .
2. PRELIMINARIES: DATA IN L1
 .We gather here the main facts about the general solution of problem P
1 . w xfor f g L V by extending the results of B6 to the case p s N. We
 .consider the problem P
yD u s f in V ; RN ,N
<u s 0.­ V
 .The entropy solutions to P are defined in the following way.
1, N .DEFINITION 2.1. We say that u g T V if it is a measurable func-0
 . 1, N .tion and for every k ) 0 the truncated function T u g W V .k 0
Here T , k ) 0, is the truncature operator defined byk
< <s, s F k
T s s .k  < < < <ksr s , s ) k .
w xA detailed account of different spaces T is given in B6 , where a
number of equivalent definitions can be found. The situation is more
involved there since equations of the form yD u s f are considered withp
1 - p - N.
1, N .DEFINITION 2.2. We say that u g T V is an entropy solution of0
 .problem P if
< < Ny2 :=u =u , =u y =c dx F T u y c f dx , k ) 0, .H H k
 < < 4uyc Fk V
 .holds for every c g D V .
w xThe inequality in Definition 2.2 is called in B6 entropy condition. We
then have the following.
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 .THEOREM 2.3. There exists a unique entropy solution u to P , with
1, N . r . <  . < Ny«  .u g T V , u g M V , r ) 1, and = u g M V , « ) 0.0
r .We use the notation M V to denote the classical Marcinkiewicz space
 w x.cf. GR
r r< < <M V s f measurable x f x ) l F crl . 4 .  . 4
w xIdea of the Proof. The uniqueness is contained in B6 . Existence can
w xbe obtained following the outline of B6 for p - N. There are a number
 .of changes in the necessary estimates that discuss next. Let f s T f , thek k
 .truncation at level k ) 0 and let u be the well-known solution to thek
Dirichlet problem with data f .k
1, N .LEMMA 2.4. Let u g T V be an entropy solution. Then0
1 N< < 5 5=u dx F M s f 2.1 .H 1a  < < 4k- u Fkqa
for e¨ery a ) 0. Moreo¨er, the distribution function of u, defined by
< <F k s x g V : u x ) k , 4 .  .u
satisfies the estimate
F k F F k ey kyk 0 .r A N , 2.2 .  .  .u u 0
 .1rNy1.where A s 1rN MrC .N N
As a consequence we have the following.
 .LEMMA 2.5. If u is an entropy solution of P then, for e¨ery d g
 1rNy1..0, NC ,N
1rNy1. 1rNy1.< <NC y d u x NC . .N N
< <exp dx F V . 2.3 .H 1rNy1. d5 5fV 1
w xSee the details in AP . This last inequality is interesting in the applica-
tions.
LEMMA 2.6. Under the abo¨e hypotheses we get for e¨ery h ) 0
yN< <=u ) h F C h 1 q log h , 2.4 4  .  .k 2
 5 5 .where C s C N, V, f .12 2
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Proof. We know that
1 N< < 5 5=u dx F f ;h , a ) 0.H ka  < < 4h- u Fhqak
 . < < < < < N 4 <Let l, m ) 0. Define C l, m s u ) l, =u ) m . For h, a ) 0, wek k k
get
C h , m y C h q a, m .  .k k
N N< < < < < < < <s u ) h , =u ) m y u ) h q a, =u ) m 4  4k k k k
N< < < <s h - u F h q a, =u ) m . 4k k
Then
`
N< < 5 5C h , s y C h q a, s ds s =u dx F a f . .  . .H Hk k k
 < < 40 h- u Fhqak
 .Since the function m ª C h, m , m ) 0, is nonincreasing,k
m1
C h , m F C h , s ds .  .Hk km 0
m m1 1
s C h qa, s ds q C h , s y C h qa, s ds .  .  . .H Hk k km m0 0
5 5a f 1
F C h q a, 0 q . .k m
If h ª 0,
5 5a f 1
< <C 0, m F u ) a q . 4 .k k m
Setting now m s lN, we obtain
5 5a f 1N < < < <C 0, l s =u ) l F u ) a q ;l, a ) 0. 4  4 .k k k Nl
 .From 2.3 we obtain
 .1r Ny1 5 5C a f 1N
< < < <=u ) l F V exp yN a q . 4k N /5 5f l1
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5 5 .1rNy1.By minimization in the parameter a we get for a s f rC log l,1 N
 .Nr Ny15 5f 1yN yN< < < <=u ) l F V l q C l log l. 4k N  /CN
In particular,
y Ny« .< < 5 5=u ) l F C N , V , f l , « ) 0. 4  .1k
Remark 2.7. It is easy to see that all variational solutions with data
1 .f g L V are entropy solutions. However, there are variational solutions
whose N-laplacian is not in L1.
Remark 2.8. The above definition of solution is to be compared with
the concept of renormalized solution, introduced by P. L. Lions and
 w x.F. Murat cf. Mu for equations of the form
div A x ? =u q div F u s f , .  . .  .
which can be adapted to our problem. This different approach seems to
lead to equivalent end results in the cases presented by the authors.
1 1 .3. VARIATIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR DATA IN L log L V
 .We want to study the existence of variational solutions for problem P
in the presence of extra regularity for the second member f. We remark
w xthat these results have a similarity with the results of BG2 for p - N. Del
w x  w x.Vecchio in DV shows by the symmetrization method cf. Talenti T that
when f g L1 then the solution of Dirichlet problem verifies u gNrNy1.
1, N . w x 1 1 . 1  .W V . Moreover, as can be seen in BS , L log L V ; L V .0 NrNy1.
1  .The space L V is the right choice for rearranged functions as theNrNy1.
 .  .following elementary computation shows with V a ball : if f s f r is
 .  .radially symmetric and positive and u s u r is the solution of P we have
 .1r Ny1r
Ny1yr u9 r s c f r r dr . 3.1 .  .  .H /0
1  .The next example shows that L V is not the optimal space toNrNy1.
obtain variational solutions for general f.
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EXAMPLE 1. For n g N consider R s 2yn and the intervals I sn n
w .R , R . Consider a function f such that has constant sign over I andn ny1 n
ny1 .
r f r dr s . .H 3r2nIn
Then
`r 1 1 10
< <r f r dr s f f , . H 3r2 1r2 1r2n k0 log r .k 0
if r g I . As a consequence, f f L1 because0 k 2
2r r r1 dr0 0
< <s f s ds s s `. .H H H /r r log r0 0 0
On the other hand,
r 10
r f r dr f , .H 3r2< <log r0
so that
1
< <u9 r f , . 3r2< <r log r
that implies finite energy.
We state here a simple functional observation.
1 .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f g L V . A necessary and sufficient condition for
 . 1, N . 1 .the entropy solution to P to belong to u g W V is that f g L V l0
y1, N 9 .W V .
Proof.
 . 1, N . y1, N 9 . ` .i u g W V « f g W V . For all f g C V we have, by0 0
Holder's inequality,È
< < Ny2 :ff dx s =u =u , =f dxH H
V V
 . 1rNNy1 rN
N N< < < <F =u dx =f dx .H H /  /
V V
1, N .As a consequence f defines a linear continuous form on W V .0
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 . y1, N 9 .  .ii It is well known that if f g W V , the solution u of P
1, N .belongs to W V .0
Example 1 above proves that, in general, L1 is a strict subspace ofNrNy1.
1 y1, N 9 .L l W V .
After these preliminary remarks we will concentrate in the case where
1 1 .f g L log L V . We will give two different proofs of the inclusion
L1 log L1 V ; L1 l Wy1 , N 9 V . .  .
The first one is interesting because it gives a quantification of the regular-
ity of the solution, by using the methods developed in the previous section,
while the second one uses an argument of duality.
The first proof is contained in the following theorem.
1 1 .THEOREM 3.2. Let f g L log L V . Then there exists a unique solution
 . 1, N .of the Dirichlet problem P . Moreo¨er, u g W V and0
F k F F 0 exp yc k Ny1.rNy2. , .  .  .1
 . < <  . < 4 <where F is the distribution function of u, i.e., F k s x g V : u x ) k .
 .   ..Proof. We define f x as T f x ,n n
yD u s f in V , u g W 1, N V , 3.2 .  .  .N n n n 0
has a unique solution u , and f ª f in L1 and a.e.n n
From now on, we will omit the subindex n from u and we will prove an
uniform estimate for the distribution function of u .n
  .  .. 1, 1 .Consider j s T u y T u r« . Since V is bounded, j g W V .kq« k 0
Then by the Sobolev embedding inequality we get
1
N rNy1. 15 5 5 5 < <S j F =j s =u dx ,L V . L V . HN «  < < 4k- u -kq«
 Ny1 .1r Nwhere S s N C is the Sobolev embedding constant. DefineN N
 .  q 4F r s min r r« , 1 for r g R. Then,«
1
5 < < 5 < <S F u y k F =u dx 3.3 .  .NrNy1. HN « «  < < 4k- u -kq«
and for s ) 1
s< < < < 4F k q « s u ) k q « s dx F F u y k dx. 3.4 .  .  .H H «
 < < 4u )kq« V
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 .Hence, if s s Nr N y 1 , we obtain
 .Nr Ny1< <F k q « F F u y k dx. .  .H «
V
By Holder's inequalityÈ
1rN1 1 N< < < <=u dx F =u dxH H /« « < < 4  < < 4k- u -kq« k- u -kq«
 .Ny1 rN< < 4k - u - k q «
= . 3.5 . /«
 .  .  .From 3.3 , 3.4 , and 3.5 we obtain
 .Ny1 rN < <F k q « F F u y k .  . . « NrNy1.
1
< <F =u dxH
«S  < < 4k- u -kq«N
1rN1 1 N< <F =u dxH /S «  < < 4k- u -kq«N
 .Ny1 rN< < 4k - u - k q «
= . 3.6 . /«
If we consider
0, 0 F s F k ,
f s s . s y k , k - s - k q e ,k , e 
e , s G k q e ,
 .  .  .and f ys s yf s . We choose f u as the test function ink , e k , e k , e n
 .3.2 , we can obtain
N N< <=u dx s =f u dx F ff u dx .  .H H Hk , e k , e
 < < 4k- u -kqe V V
5 5 1 1 5 5F e f dx F f x ,H L log L V . expL. < u < ) k4
 < < 4u )k
 . 1 1 .where exp L is the Zygmund space dual of L log L V in the sense of
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 w x.Orlicz spaces see BS, p. 243 . Now,
1
5 5x F . 3.7 .expL. < u < ) k4 2 log 1 q 1rF k . .
 .  t .Indeed, if ¨ t s e y 1 y t then
1¡ 1r lx < <e y 1 y , u ) k , < u < ) k4 ~¨ s l /l ¢ < <0, u F k ,
and
x < u < ) k4
5 5x s inf l ¨ dx F 1 ,expL. H < u < ) k4  5 /lV
so that, if we estimate l such that
1
1r lF k e y 1 y F 1, .  /l
 .  w x .  .we obtain 3.7 . See M for more details. As a consequence, 3.6
becomes
 .1r Ny1
1 15 5C f F k y F k q e .  . .L log L V .N
F k q « F 3.8 .  . .1r Ny1 elog 1 q 1rF k . .
This implies that, if « ª 0, for a.e. k ) 0,
 .1r Ny1
1 15 5y C f .L log L V .N
F k F F9 k . 3.9 .  .  . .1r Ny1log 1 q 1rF k . .
Then
 .1r Ny11  .1r Ny1
1 15 5F k log 1 q F y C f F9 k . .  . .L log L V .N /F k .
 .Choosing k such that F k - 1, we have for k ) k0 0 0
 .1 Ny1
F k ylog F k F yC f F9 k , .  .  .  . . N
 .  5 5 1 1 .1rNy1.where C f s C f . By integration,L log L V .N N
F k F F 0 exp yC f k Ny1.rNy2. . 3.10 .  .  .  . .N
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 .We will use estimate 3.10 to prove the existence of an energy solution
 .of problem P as the limit of u . More precisely, we claim thatn
u ª u in W 1, N V , .n 0
 .where u is the unique solution of problem P .
 .As a consequence of 3.10 it is easy to show the uniform estimate
< <exp p u x dx F C for all 1 F p - `. 3.11 .  . .H n p
V
Indeed,
`
pt< <exp p u x dx s pe F t dt .  . .H Hn n
V 0
`
pt Ny1.rNy2.< <F V pe exp yC f t dt . .H N
0
F A p , f , N , .
 .where A p, f , N is a constant depending only on p, f , N. Moreover,
 .choosing u as a test function in 3.2 , we haven
< < N=u s f u .H Hn n n
V V
The following Young-type inequality
ab F a log 1 q a q exp b , a, b ) 0, .
allows us to write
< < N < < < < < < < < < un <=u dx F f u F f log 1 q f dx q e dx .H H H Hn n n n n
V V V V
and, therefore,
< < N < < < <=u dx F f log 1 q f dx q C. .H Hn
V V
Thus, we conclude that for a convenient subsequence there exists u g
1, N .W V such that0
u © u weakly in W 1, N V in measure and a.e. .n 0
 .Then by Fatou's lemma, u verifies 3.11 .
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1, N .Now we shall prove the strong convergence of u in W V , whichn 0
 .implies that u is the solution of P . We follow the standard way; we use
u y u as test function in the approximate equations. If we prove thatn
f u y u dx ª 0 as n ª `, 3.12 .  .H n n
V
we can deduce that
 :y D u q D u , u y u ª 0, 3.13 .  .  .N n N n
which implies the strong convergence.
 .We prove 3.12 using Vitali's convergence theorem. We already know
that u converges a.e. to u, so that we only need to prove the equi-integra-n
bility of the sequence. If E ; V is a measurable set, then
< < < < < <f u y u dx F f u y u dx .H Hn n n
E E
< < < < < unyu <F f log 1 q f dx q e dx .H H
E E
< < < <F f log 1 q f dx .H
E
1r3 1r3
1r33 < u < 3 < u <n < <q e dx e dx E ,H H /  /
V V
where we have used Holder's inequality. Then, by the uniform estimateÈ
 .3.11 , we can use Vitali's theorem to conclude.
Remark 3.3. We can see the result in Theorem 3.2 as an improvement
1 1 .of the Trudinger inequality in the case of L log L V data.
Second Proof. Here is a sketch of the proof of existence of variational
solutions by duality:
 . 1, N .  .i The Poincare inequality implies that W V ; VMO V ,Â 0
 .where VMO V is the space of ¨anishing mean oscillation, which can be
 .  .identified with the complection of the C V with the norm of BMO V ,0
the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation in V. The means in this
case are considered over all cubes contained in V.
 . 1 .ii If H V is the atomic Hardy space in V, its dual space is
 .  w x.identified with BMO V by the theorem of Fefferman and Stein see FS .
 .  . 1 .iii Moreover, the dual of VMO V is exactly H V . Finally,
1 1 . 1 .  w x.L log L V ; H V see, e.g., GR .
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4. BOUNDEDNESS OF THE SOLUTION
1 1 .It can be guessed that the class L log L V has also the property that
the solutions are bounded for such data. In fact, this is true if N s 2. The
w xfollowing result was proved in V .
 . 2 1 2 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume N s 2. Then problem P in R with f g L R
 .  2 .admits a unique up to constants solution u g BMO R and =u belongs to
2 2 .M R , the classical Marcinkiewicz space.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, by the Fefferman]Stein theorem
about the duality between H 1 and BMO, we have that if f g H 1 then the
 . 1 1 .solution of P in N s 2 is bounded. We only remark that L log L V ;
1 1 2 . 1 2 .L log L R ; H R .
However, for N ) 2 the result is false as the following radial example
shows.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the function
1
f r s . . aNr ylog r .
1 1 .If a ) 2 then f g L log L V , but the corresponding solution for this
second member in a small ball is bounded if and only if a ) N.
We can compute directly the solution. Then
r dr 1Ny1Ny1r u9 r s ' . . . H a ay1r ylog r .0 a y 1 ylog r .  .
Therefore,
c
u9 r s , .  .  .ay1 r Ny1r ylog r .
that has a finite integral if and only if a ) N. Thus, for 2 - a F N we
1 1 .have a second member in L log L V and the corresponding solution is
not in L`.
A variant of this example implies that the same behaviour is obtained if
1 . b .  .f g L log L V with b - N y 1 .
We can prove the following positive result.
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1 . b .THEOREM 4.2. Assume f g L log L V and b ) N y 1; then the
 .solution of , P
< < Ny2yD u ' ydiv =u =u s f .N
u g W 1, N V , .0
is bounded. More precisely,
 .1r Ny1
` 1 b5 5 5 5u F C N , V f . .  .L L log L. V .
Proof. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we get
 .1r Ny11 F k y F k q e .  .N< <F k q « F C =u dx . . HN  /e e < < 4k- u -kqe
But then
1 1N N< < < <=u dx s =f u dx .H H k , ee e < < 4k- u -kqe V
1
< < < < < <F f f u dx F f dx. .H Hk , ee  < < 4V u )k
1 . b .  .The space L log L V is defined through the function P t s
  .. b  w x.t log 1 q t see, for instance, BS, p. 266 . In the dual space, the norm
of a characteristic function is given by
1
y11 b5 5 < <x F E P ;L log L. V ..*E  /< <E
w xsee M, p. 111 . We have the following.
CLAIM. If c ) 1, then for s small enough,
1 c
y1sP F .
b /s log 1 q 1rs . .
Proof of the Claim. Since P is increasing if x is large, it is enough to
prove that
cx
x F P .
b /log 1 q x . .
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But this is an immediate consequence of the following fact:
1 cx
1 - c s lim P .
b /xxª` log 1 q x . .
Then,
< < 5 5 1 b 5 5 1 bf dx F f xH L log L. V . L log L. V ..* < u < ) k4
 < < 4u )k
c
1 b5 5F f .L log L. V . blog 1 q 1rF k . . .
 .A fortiori 4.1 becomes
 .1r Ny1
1 b5 5F k q « F C f .  .L log L. V .
1 F k y F k q e .  .
= , .br Ny1  /elog 1 q 1rF k . . .
so that
1 .1r Ny1
1 b5 5F k F yC f F9 k . .  . .L log L. V .  .br Ny1 /log 1 q 1rF k . . .
  . .Setting g s br N y 1 y 1 and integrating the latter differential in-
equality we obtain
y11 1 1  .1r Ny1
1 b5 5y G t C f , .L log L. V .g g
g < < log 1rFlog 1r V  . .  . .
then
y11 1 .1r Ny1
1 b5 5y g t C f G . .L log L. V .g g
< < log 1rFlog 1r V  . .  . .
Taking t such that0
y11  .1r Ny1
1 b5 5y g t C f s 0, .L log L. V .g 0< <log 1r V . .
 .we conclude that F t s 0, and, moreover,0
 .1r Ny1
` 1 b5 5 5 5u F C N , V f . .  .L L log L. V .
EXAMPLE 3. In dimensions N ) 2 the result in Theorem 4.2 is sharp in
1 .Ny1 .the sense that there exist functions f g L log L V for which the
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 .solution of the Dirichlet problem P is unbounded. A simple example is
the following: we take the function
yN yayN < < < < < <f r s r log r log log r . .  .
1 .Ny1 .When a ) 1, then f belongs to L log L V , but f does not belong
1 . b .to L log L V for b ) N y 1. Moreover, using
rNy1Ny1 Ny1r u9 r s r f r dr , .  . . H
0
we get
1
u9 r ; . . arNy1.< < < < < <r log r log log r
 .We see that for a F N y 1 the corresponding solution u to P is un-
bounded. Clearly, this argument does not work in dimension N s 2.
Remark 4.3. As an application of the result about the boundedness of
the solution of the Dirichlet problem we can obtain existence of a bounded
 .solution for l small, of the problem Q ,
yD u s lV x eu in V ; RN , .N
<u s 0,­ V
1 . b .where V g L log L V , b ) N y 1, and possibly changing sign.
The proof is an application of the above estimate plus a convenient use
of an iteration method.
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